AAPI pride: Asian and Pacific Islander heritage helps lift
America to what it must be
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The Asian American and Pacific Islander community is in the spotlight now more than
ever: Activists are taking to the streets demanding expansion of hate-crimes laws after
devastating attacks; filmmaker Chloé Zhao recently became the first woman of color to win
an Oscar for directing; and Kamala Harris, who is of African American and South Asian
descent, made history as the first female vice president. The protests are changing the
nation – just as the accomplishments are uplifting it.
To celebrate Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month, the USA TODAY Network
asked activists, artists and newsmakers how they're embracing their heritage to help lift all
of America out of hate and keep the promise of the American dream. In pulling together this
project, one of us, a Vietnam War refugee as a child and now USA TODAY's opinion
operations editor, took inspiration from "Let America Be America Again" by poet Langston
Hughes.
— Editorial Board members Eileen Rivers and Thuan Le Elston
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Writing our America
I write novels, essays and lyrics, all of which are a refraction of my lived experiences in this
country. Since 1975, when my family came here as Vietnamese refugees, my America has
included North Carolina, Ohio, Texas, Connecticut, California and New York.
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Of these divergent locales, I’ve claimed the South as my regional identity because it was at
the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains where I began my love relationship with English
and where I began to understand that, no matter my languages, I would remain an outsider
here. Among the flutter of dogwoods and cardinal wings, I learned what Asian Americans
and Pacific Islanders have long been told: This land is not our land. I’m headstrong, so this
early lesson in preclusion made me want to write myself, my family and my community’s
stories deep into the soil, claim it – and call it ours.
I’m not the only AAPI woman writer with Southern roots. In the days after the March mass
shooting of eight Georgians, six of whom were women of Asian descent, I gathered our works
here. Because we were in mourning and no one should do that alone. Because we knew the
terrain better than most. Because our stories cannot bring back the dead, but our stories can
bring together the living.
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Monique Truong, vice president of the Authors Guild, is a Vietnamese American novelist,
essayist, librettist and intellectual property attorney based in Brooklyn, New York. Her
most recent novel is "The Sweetest Fruits." Follow her on Twitter: @Monique_Truong
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